Water Meters

We are proud to introduce our new line of water meters. We offer both a 1” and 2” water meter to monitor exactly how much water you are saving with your rainwater harvesting system. The cold water meters monitor the running total of water that has passed through it. The amount of water used will be displayed on an easy to read analog dial. As your pump forces water through the line the internal impellers of the water meter will begin to rotate cause the needle on the display to slowly move forward. The register is contained in a hermetically sealed casing and offers large, easy to read dials. The register’s circumference shows individual gallons down to increments of tenths of gallons, for precision reading. Additionally, the large red spinning trickle indicator is excellent for leak detection. The meter is plumbed in-line with your pump discharge line and can be installed either horizontally or vertically. By using a water meter you can precisely determine how much water and money you have been saving by using a rainwater collection system. DLJ water meters offer a simple, cost effective method to determine your rainwater usage for both residential and commercial applications.